
Summary of Topics of Interest Survey results (June 2017) 
 

Based on 191 respondents in survey monkey survey 
 
 

Strong Interest (2.3+ weighted average):  
- Health  – new health technologies (#1); aging; future living options for older adults; tips to retain memory; 

myths; prevention  
- Science and Technology –inventions that will become commonplace in the future (#2); artificial 

intelligence and its impact;  cyber security, forensics in crime solving;  privacy 
- Ethics – in medicine, in everyday life,  in politics, 
- Canadian issues:  Economy; Canada and the world (past, present, future); Canada’s changing 

demographic/public opinion landscape;  
 
Strong Interest in specific one off topics (2.2-2.6 wtd average): 

- Politics: potential world crises (little known hot spots); terrorism; The Evolution of the European Union to 
current times, including Brexit 

- Culture, History, World Impact: Middle East; Russia 
- Media/journalism:  changes;  and media challenges in the current US political environment (Dale) 
- Canadian Issues: Canadian Multiculturalism – is it working; Canadian Foreign Policy in the Modern World 
- Things that benefit me: The lastest travel hot spots and travel options 
- Music: Beatles; and Music’s impact on people 
- Art – various topics; and Art and the Life and Times of Artists – Chagall, O’keefe, etc (audience 

recommendation) 
- Theatre – various topics 

 
Fairly high “very interested and possibly interested” topics (2.1-2.3, but higher % not 
interested) 

- Mindfulness 
- How Boomers will work, live and play in the second half of their lives 
- How to make our money last in retirement 
- China 
- Architecture around the world 
- Internet 
- Social Media 
- Assisted Dying (20% not interested) 
- Mental Health (21% not interested) 
- Food sustainability (19% not interested) 
- Genetically modified food, organic food – what we should know (19% not interested) 
- How micro-changes can make a difference to our health (20% not interested) 
- Nutrition and good eating habits: food facts and myths (20% not interested) 
- History of Toronto 
- Democracy, here and abroad 

 
 
And: 

o They want a combination of analytical vs entertaining content 
o Come to TLL to learn new things (95%), not to get out and socialize. 
o Want mix of series and one offs (within a single series) OR just one offs.  Get the sense that a 

series of 6 on one topic is not of interest.  
o 91% female;   85% are 60-75 years old 


